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move. Chamberlain repeated to deaf ears his plea for a council
of the empire. Figures put before the conference, showing that
the mother country's contribution to imperial defence per head
of population was over 8| times New South Wales's and over
14!- times Canada's, elicited nothing at all from Canada, and
from the rest almost trifling increases of naval contributions.
Only in regard to trade had the colonies any sort of imperial
policy. They passed resolutions: (i) declaring free trade within
the empire to be impracticable, but favouring the principle of
imperial preference; (2) recommending the latter to colonies
that had not yet practised it; (3) respectfully urging the home
government to consider the expediency of adopting it in the
United Kingdom.
This experience produced a great effect on the mind of Cham-
berlain. He was keenly concerned for imperial unity, and had
tried to approach it from more than one side. After seven
years' hard effort he found himself foiled on all of them, and
thrown back to the side of fiscal preference, where, on account
of the mother country's deep attachment to complete free
trade, it was peculiarly difficult to do anything. Could an ap-
proach be attempted through Hicks Beach's recent revival of
the 'registration' duty on corn? It was a very small impost; yet
to remit it on empire-grown corn would at least have for the
colonies a token value, as a step showing regard for their wishes.
But the cabinet were divided about it, and no decision was
taken for the time being. In the following winter Chamber-
lain went to South Africa, and spent some months there, visit-
ing each of its four colonies, arranging for a customs union
between them, interviewing the leading men of all parties, and
making a series of powerful speeches. He returned in March,
a greater figure to the public than ever. But in his absence
Ritchie, the chancellor of the exchequer, had spiked his gun
by engaging the cabinet to repeal the corn-duty.
The budget of 1903, introduced on 23 April, gave effect to
this decision. Ritchie had a surplus of nearly £11 millions;
he devoted most of it to taking 4^. off the income-tax, and
argued that to drop the corn-duty was an indispensable equiva-
lent for the indirect tax-payer. This would have been more
convincing had its imposition sent up the price of bread; but
it had not The truth was that the duty (which brought in a
mere £2 millions) had now none but a symbolic importance;

